SJS Petition Gets Action

Street Lighting Proposal To Go Before City Council Soon
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
in a two part scries on the Dna,
tem of street lighting in the area
surrounding 5.15.
Its CRAIG EVANs
iunpus life Editor
Beat 11 is considered a rough beat
by those policemen who patrol it.
Perhaps it’s because there were 143
separate incidents of clime in a single
month, Oct. 1 to Nov. 4, a not unusual number for the 63 square-block
area around SJS which composes the
beat.
The patrolmen’s problems aren’t
lessened by the gloomy darkness that
fills the streets, shrouding them in deep
shadow, preventing them from seeing
a crime under way or in the making.
Nor are the dark streets reassuring
for a coed who mast walk them after
nightfall.
The dark streets are a breeding place
for crime and accidents, where the unseen lurks and the unexpected can happen.
And happen it does. In October the
area, though appearing quiet and
peaceful beneath its festooned shadows, was the scene of:
One attempted homicide.
One foreihie rape.

Eight occurrences of assault and
hatters’.
Twenty-two burglaries.
Six robberies.
Six prowlers.
Twenty-three car thefts.
Sixty-two petty thefts.
Three grand thefts.
Nine cases of malicious mischief.
One incident of child molesting.
One purse snatching.
And just a week ago another coed
was raped while going out to get a
her assailant
pizza anand midnight
coming at her from the shadows.
For this reason All Womens’ Council
LAWC1, which represents approximately 2,000 women through 23 SJS organizations, has started a campaign to
bring light to the streets of the campus
community.
These %omens’ groups, including Chi
Omega, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and
Kappa Alpha Theta sororities; Colonial
Hall, Wee Terrace, Hoover, Royce and
Washburn residence halls, Black
Masque, Phrateres, Junior Patrons and
Spartan Spears, have carried petitions
around to property owners, urging
them to support improved lighting.
Cost to property owners would not
be more than $2.15 per foot and may
be paid over a period of 10 years. or

approximately $10 per year for an average lot of 45 feet.
SJS has budgeted money for adequate lighting at all its boundaries,
which will soon extend from Fourth
Street to 10th Street and San Salvador
Street, or an area equal to 21 square
blocks.
The remainder of the funds for the
lighting project must come from property owners in the remaining 42 square
block area - an area which has almost
virtually no lighting - the area in
which approximately half, or 12.000,
of the students at SJS live.
The AWC petitioners will obtain as
many signatures of property owners as
they elm which they will take before
San Jose City Council to have the
assessment levied. City Council will
then post a hearing on the matter. If
less than 51 per cent of the property
owners appear at the hearing to protest the matter, the assessment will be
put into effect and the campus community will have light.
Advantages of street lighting include:
Criminals will avoid the area because there is an improved opportunity
for their intended victim to see and
evade them. They are more likely to be
seen by passersby and police can more
easily sip them.

Drivers can see movement better.
resulting in less automobile accidents
and approximately one-third as many
fatal accidents.

The neighborhood becomes more
at
and residents take more
pride in it.
There is security against stum-

Insurance rates go down for property owners as crime and accidents decrease.
Firemen can do a better jab.

OUT TO GET LITLast summer, these three co-eds (left to right), Carol
Gerard, Dorothy Deans and Sandi Clark, began a petition -campaign to
install more lighting facilities for a 63 block area around the SJS campus.
The petition, endorsed by San Jose Police Chief J. R. Blackmore, has been
approved by SJS student council and will soon go before the San Jose City
Council for a final decision,

San Jose Chief of Police J.R. Black more said of the project:
"The students at SJS are to be commended for their efforts to obtain better street lighting in the college area.
With the tremendous increase in crime
in the nation and especially in areas
like the college where there is a high
concentration of residents, I know of
no better action that the students and
other residents can undertake to reduce the various types of serious
crimes which are becoming more prevalent in areas like those surrounding
the college.
"All available statistics show that
areas which obtain adequate. up-todate street lighting show an immediate
reduction in the major crimes as well
as decreasing automobile accident
rates," Chief Blackmon, said.
The project has also been endorsed
by Student Council, former Pres. Robert D. Clark, and Acting Pres. Hobert
W. Burns.

Weather

Audubon Film

PARTAN DAILY

The second segment id the Audubon
Film Series, "Coastline California,"
ssihl Is- shown tonight at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Audibirium. The film
will show, in depth both the terrain
and the inhabitants of the stretch
of Pacific coastline between San
Franclseo and Big Sur. Admission Is
60 cents.
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tiling on objects not seen in darkness.
Children’s play is safer in the early
evening.
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By Mayor Sam YoHy. Cough, cough,
gasp, wheeze, gurgle, hack. Chance
of the sun and a fevr high clouds being visible (vrheeze) through the
light to inoderate eye irritation
(cough) today and t ....... rrow. Te111unimportant. Meteperatures will
orologist’s motto: make rain, not
space or the Earth; love it or leave
It. A.R.

SJS Students Prep for Battle;
’Oppressive Leases’ Objective
By CI:Alt. it
Daily Staff Writer
For the first time in history, SJS
students have organized to fight what
they consider an oppressive lease at an
off campus housing unit.
Protesting a lease which, according
to their lawyer, "strips them of all
legal rights except for occupying their
apartments," virtually all of the 47
residents of a three-unit apartment
building at 670, 680. and 686 S. Eighth
St., all SJS students, rose together,
sought help from the Housing Office,
obtained a lawyer through the Associated Students and apparently are on
the way to winning the fight.

will provide an additional 2,000 parking spaces for SJS

NEW PARKING ZONEThis is an architect’s rendering of the new KS million parking garage to be built

students, faculty and staff. Completion date is set for

on Ninth and San Fernando streets. The sit -level facility

Spring 1971.

Black Experience

’Black World Exists’ Drake
By MARK LOWE
Daily Staff Writer
Black urban sociologist Dr. St. Clair
Drake claimed the existence of an international "Black world" during a
talk Thursday night in the College
Union Loma Prieta Room.
Speaking before about 150 persons
In the Black Experience Week series,
Drake said there has been "a crossflow of ideas and leadership" among
the Black communities of the world
during the last 500 years.
He said the concept of "Black
Power" was originally conceived by
Black American writer Richard Wright,
but directed to Ghana.
Drake also related a statement in
a book by ex-premier of Ghana, Kwame
Nkrumha, that said, "The Black Power
struggle in the U.S. and the Caribbean
is one aspect of the African military political struggle."
Stokely Carmichael and his wife
(Miriam Maketso are now in Guinea
with the deposed premier, Drake said.
Dr. Drake, head of the Afro-American program at Stanford University,
has been a close observer, as well as
participant, of the Black "movement."
A resident of Africa from 1954-66,

he pointed out that Mrs. Carrnicnael
refused to participate in a Dakar
Black Arts Festival because of political
reasons.
"While my people are suffering in
South Africa, it would be obscene and
disgraceful for me to participate in the
festival," she said.
Drake also said that the problem of
Black awareness is not a new one.
From 1619, when the first Blacks in
this country were indentured servants,
to 1817, all Blacks called themselves
"African," he said.
"Everything they had was African,"
said Drake. He said there was clear,
positive Identification.
He attributed the change in Black
identity to Thomas Jeffersor. and the
"Back to Africa" movements.
Questioning why Jefferson "always
had to make speeches about the badness of mixing of the races," he declared that Jefferson had five Black
children by "his Black lady-friend."
Blacks in this country then couldn’t
call themselves African or else "they’d
say get over there I Africa)," he said.
During the question period, he commented that Third World groups should
"first organize themselves and define

themselves for themselves" before entering in coalitions.
A consultant to the SJS Black
Studies program, Drake praised it for
being "the pioneering program in the
Peninsula."
"I always learn something in San
Jose" that I can try at Stanford, he
said.

The union may set a precedent, according tic Bruce Overoye, graduate
assistant to advisers-at -large Louis
Barozzi and George Gnesdiloff. Overoye, who was instrumental in helping
the students, said leases in the area
are ’usually repressive," and could
be similarly dealt with.
Overoye, however, termed the lease
in question "the worst I’ve ever seen."
It may soon be rectified, however,
since the owners of the apartment
buildings have, since being notified by
the students’ lawyers, agreed to renegotiate the lease.
The story, which has developed over
four months, began with an isolated
incident, and grew into a universal,
determined effort.
In September, before the semester
began, Jane Dahlgren and Charlene
Imburgia, who share an apartment,
painted its interior. They did the work
at their own expense, and painted a
bright color over the white walls.
According to the coeds, the apartment-milinagers, Mr, and Mrs. Gene

Gregory To ’Rap’ Tonight
With College Community
Dirk Gregory, this year’s Scholar-inResidenee, will speak tonight in the
Loma Prieta Room of the College Union at 8 to highlight today’s program
of class discussions, seminar and "rap"
sessions with the SJS College community.
Gregory will meet with students in
Morris Dailey Auditorium for a question and answer session following the
showing of "Battle of Algiers," from
2:30-4:30 p.m.

Earlier today hi- will ved a class in
ITV JC139 from 10:30-11:20 a.m. and
CH165 from 12:30-1:20 pan.
Gregory will resume his schedule tomorrow with a visit to S112 from 9:3010:45 a.m., New College from 10:45noon and JC141 from 1-2:15 p.m. Students, faculty and the general public
are invited to attend a reception in
the Black Studies Department from
3:30-6 p.m. to conclude Black Experience Week

Bray, inspected the work and made no
adverse comments.
Some weeks later, however, the girls
were informed that they would have to
repaint the wall white, again at their
own expense, or move out. The students
replied that they would do the work,
hut only if they were reimbursed for
the paint.
It was about this time that the
ownership of the apartment house
changed hands. It was not clear to
Miss Dahlgren and Miss Imburgia
whether the painting orders came from
the Brays or the new owners.
1Santa Clara County records show
that the apartment buildings were sold
by Kenneth J. and Mary C. Samuals to
Eighth Street Investment Co., 2892 El
Camino Real, Redwood City, Calif., in
an action filed Oct. 10).
At any rate, when they left their
rent in the Bray’s mailbox, it was returned to them. When the coeds tried
to hand it to Mrs. Bray, she refused
to accept it.
Miss Dahlgren and Miss Imhurgia
contacted the SJS Housing Office and
requested help. They were referred to
the law firm of Morgan, Beatizay and
Hammer, which has been retained by
the Associated Students to handle
housing problems.
Attorney Read Ambler, a member of
the firm, sent a letter to the Brays,
informing them of the coeds’ position.
Ile never received a reply.
Subsequently, the young women were
the only apartment residents not to
receive a copy of the lease. They have
never repainted the apartment, nor
have they been given notice. "I guess it
was a bluff," Miss Dahlgren says with
it shrug.
It was with the presentation of the
new lease that the case widened.
Several of the students had previously signed rental agreements with the
old owners. Other simply paid their
rent under conditions specified by state
law.
The new owners, however, through
the Brays, produced a lease agreement.
The managers demanded that the students sign it by Nov. 17.
"We realized that our neighbors had
the same problems, but couldn’t do
anything individually," one student
said. So they united.
Pete Tsepeleff, who had earlier contacted the Associated Students and the
Daily about Miss Dahlgren’s and Miss
Imbnigia’s problems, as well as other
diffieulties in the buildings, took the
lead in organizing the group.
The students met on Nov. 10 and

agreed not to sign the lease. Several
then attempted to approach Bray
about renegoitiating it on their own.
They were rebuffed.
Tsepeleff approached Overoye with
the problem, and he met with the
residents on Nov. 12. There was 100
per cent attendance at the meeting,
and at Tspeleff’s and Overoye’s suggestion, all agreed to turn the case over
to Morgan, Beauzay, and Hammer.
Ambler. assisted by Richard Such,
investigated and, in a letter dated Nov.
14, informed the Brays that the students would not sign the lease until
24 corrections, which he listed, were
made in it and the rental agreement.
One of the great mysteries surrounding the case is just who the apartment
owners are. The Brays repeatedly refused to divulge the owners of Eighth
Street Investment Co. to the students,
and when the Daily contacted Mrs.
Bray she replied "I have nothing to
say to you."
In a statement of partnership filed
with the County of Santa Clara, Edward P. Pasquet of Redwood City and
H. James Hansen of Palo Alto arc
listed as the partners of the company.
The Redwood City address of Eighth
Street Investment Co. is the office of
California Properties, which apparently
manages the apartment building for
Pasquct and Hansen.
Copies of Ambler’s letter went to
Pasquet, Hansen, and California Propreparing
erties.
for the Worst, the students, at a meeting Nov. 17, vowed
that if the owners tried to "make an
example" of two students by evicting
them, all the residents would give
notice.
The waiting may end soon. On
Thursday, Such received a call from a
renresenta t ice of California Properties.
The caller said the owners would renegotiate the lease, and proposed a
standard so-called 1n -counties" lease.
Such told the Daily that the matter
is still under consideration, and the
"tri-counties" lease will be studied.
Employees of California Properties,
contacted by the Daily, declined to
comment.
The altercation is far from over, but
it already has had results. "It gave us
a real good chance to meet and get to
know all our neightbors." Miss Imburgh’ said.
For the student body as a whole, this
may he the first step in a new activism, an attempt to break what A.S.
President-elect James Edwards called
the area’s "rent barons" in his campaign literature.
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Editorial

Burnin’ Busted
.lpha Phi Omega didn’t light its
annual loinfire Friday night. much
It the ilisappointment of many SJS
students and alumni.
It was e% en more disappointing to
tits ago
Alpha Phi Omega. .Assured
by A.S. executii es that they needn’t
yrn themselves with A.S. Council’s
funIIIIL: Id the eent. they proceeded
to plan and work toward the huge. traditional loll flagration.
-No soap." said council Thursday
night. AN Idle allocating $250 for truck
nntal and other already incurred exof the
they snuffed out
penses.
last sestiges of what we used to call
Ilomenoning fl pr -ecological reasons."
Council doesn’t %%ant to further pollute
San Jose skies. and on the face of it,
this i, commendable. Also tonutnienti.
able. and more far-reaching. is the Enlironmental 7-andie, Institute at SJS
of which must have
the presence
inspired council to this action.
Jumping at the chance to champion
a liberal cause and heedless of their

s eouiinhitnient. council became
prey
in a sense. phonies.
Pollution is insane, no doubt about
it. Anything that can be done toward
bringing about permanently clean air.
water and land Means not only a happier life for humans. but a longer one.
Coutuil will surely admit. however.
it lot lllll rt people were made unhappy
by Thursday’s errant gesture, than
lungs were cleared of pollutants.
The Accent and General Electric
plants two blocks away from the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds create much
more pollution in a few hours than
would SJS’ evening I fire. And
Southern Pacific Railroad fumes and
rumbles its engines past the fairgrounds incessantly. These are the
areas for concern.
The Daily will gladly applaud
even join council’s crusade of reform. But only on condition that prior
commitments anti future drawbacks
are duly considered in the name of the
Associated Students.
J.B.

Separate Tenure and Politics
Once again. a state legislator is pressurS.IS- Acting President Hobert W.
Burns.
Yesterola. Assemblyman Floyd L. Wakefield II tutu ( at. I gave his unsolicited
"aolvire- eoncerning the granting of tenure
to Dr. Jack Kurzweil, assistant professor
of engineering.
Wakefield’s act
follows Sen. ilL.
Richardsoill’s It -Arcadia uninformed criticisms of the October Vietnam convocation.
Wakefield warned Or. Burns against
granting tenure on die gr
is dim Kur.
RN en is a emu lllllll isi supporter.
The assemblyman said Kurzweil "served
as a deolieated worker for the far-left
while a student at the University of California at Berkeley."
While Wakefield’s charges may be true,
they should not affect the tenure goesI.*
According to Ailing Academie Vice President IL Brett Melendy, the consideralions for granting tenure are the profes-

Hug

sor’s effectiveness of academic assigoiment, of scholarship. and his professional
capabilities.
The illegality of hiring and firing on the
grounds of political beliefs has repeatedly
been demonstrated, most recently in the
case of Angela Da% is vs. the University of
California Board of Regents.
Wakefield’s statements are just another
cycle in the Spiro Agnew syndrome that
applies freedom only to those whose point
of view coincides with that of the Establisl nt. Those with intelligence will recognize such allegations as the ranting: of
an intellectual midget.
The point is that such pressure on the
college president is becoming the rule
rather than the exception. It is destroying
"home rule.’ on the college campuses.
The Daily is confident that Dr. Burns
will grant or deny Dr. Kurzweil’s tenure on
the same grounds as he would any other
professor, acting with the integrity and
intelligence characteristic of him.
CT.

Thrust and Parry
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"There it is! .. . Just over the next dune!"

Guest Room

’Beings of the Creation’
By JACOB
A03378
ly then can thost of the other beings of
It is quiet. More so than the leaves
the creation, it does not separate us. It only
. or even the cacophony
falling in alit
gives us our uniqueness. And only through
of sunlight making food. It is as quiet as
God, yet like God it can be heard. It is
uniqueness can we enter the totality of self
as slow as the becoming of mountains, yet
beings.
So too, through that tutiqueness, we can
like the mountains it becomes. All things
are it yet nothing is guaranteed. Not one
exit that totality. Not relinquish our existence, for once had this can never be lost.
thing lasts from out. 11110111elli to the next.
Not even in mtmory: it has none. It has
But things can cease to continue. It has
no past or future to put one.
happened before and it can happen again.
In our great conceit it is our toy. We
It will happen again. The fretwork of time
mold and trim our you.epti llll of it to fit
has many uncontinued ends, though its
our own gratification, or our greed. We
pattern is still a joyous one.
plumhr and violate it. Where we can deWe must keep in mind that we are creaform it into the shape
st pleasing to us,
tion and that creation is discontinuous. If
we tlo so. And then w ler at our own
we don’t, we will never understand the
genius. We who have mastered it, thrilled
inevitability of our own extinction. Too
with our own power, we rampage.
long have we cast ourselyes in the too
But it is quiet and it is slow. It is easy
large role of demigods, too long have we
to misinterpret its soft warnings and mit,
ignored those soft warnings. Our h hling
take its unhurried becoming as docility. To
is imminent. It will lie terrible.
forget that in our power we are only part
The details can be listed: famine. plague,
(of it. We have no guarantee. Our nuonent
pestilence, above all war. The magnitude
is short. We may stop the rivers, the land,
is hard to describe. With too little air to
the air the oceans for awhile, but they are
breathe, and that poisoned beyond reclanot ours and the pause is not of our conmation, with the soil plundered almost to
ception.
infertility, with oceans, lakes, rivers and
All goes on in its own way.
streams corrupted, the too huge multitude
And the miracle is, we are only part of
will present a spectacle too hideous even
it. Not separate. not demigods, but creato imagine. But it is inevitable. This it),tion. If our minds can see things different.
000-year-long process will work itself out
to completion. It is slow, but it is certain.
We cannot too long behave as if its Becoming were not part of us. Soon, as soon as
yesterday, we will see. our discontinuity.
To be blind to this is fatal. To discredit
this is absurd. Not to act on this is stn.

Campus Dogs; Cart Wheelers; Voters
Puppy Dog Attack
Editor:

My personal integrity my insatiable thirst
for revenge, and my libido dictate that I respond to Ford McCormack’s critical letter of
my guest room article on puppy dogs.
First of all, is that any way to treat a
guest?
Secondly, Ford said "Mr. Steve Swenson ...
has made a blatant appeal for police to be
brought on campus to control dog -owners, a
minority group of whose actions he pentoruilly
disapproves."
"Wow," I said when I saw that, "is that guy
kidding?" Well, strangely enough, he wasn’t.
My article was nothing more than a funny
comment on doggies eating my lunch instead
of me. The only just criticism of the artiele
would he that my sense of humor is not funny
(which is an outright Het.
Seriously, it gripes me for someone to make
a big issue out of absolutely nothing. I don’t
mean a small issue. I mean absolutely nothing.
To say that my article was a ’blatant appeal"
for anything is so ridiculous as to be terribly
funny.
This brings me to another point. Maybe I’m
misjudging Ford’s article, maybe he was trying to be funny. In that case he succeeded.
For one, he says I disapprove of dog-owner’s
actions. This is not true. It’s the dogs’ actions
of which I’m speaking. Then dog owners, a
minority group? Oh farce, oh falsehood, oh
bow sheit. Why, dog owners are probably the
greatest majority in this country.
Other funny things Ford said were: "All
right minded students and faculty are, of
course, shocked and outraged" (by police).
No. I say 11.11 minded people are that way
411Milk

And his clincher was, "What may, under other
circumstances, be referred to as a crime, on
the college campus is clearly protected by
freedom of expression." I can just see myself
saying to Officer Bob, "Bobbie, don’t arrest
that guy raping that girl by the Health Building, he’s expressing himself sexually, and
freedom of expression is guaranteed in the
First Amendment."
He also called the police stooges of the decadent -capitalist - imperialist - racist . military industrial establishment. Funny, I never heard
that before.
And in conclusion, you can call me just
Steve, you needn’t call me Mr. Steve Swenson. I’m your friend cuz you read my article.

don’t think he was breaking any speeding
records, but he was moving as fast as most
bicycles and I’m sure he could carry a few
more books. Parking wouldn’t be a problem,
for what meter maid would ticket a shopping
cart? Maybe he was just stoned and out for a
good trip, but next time you’re crossing Fourth
Street watch out for fast moving shopping

Steve Swenson

The one thing that this last election has
most certainly proved is that there is no
"silent majority." With the largest turnout
in our Association’s existence we have now
seen where our student body is really at, so
to speak. I only wish that the "silent majority" of Richard Nixon’s existence would be
heard as soundly as the "silent majority" of
our campus.

Parking Solution.
Editor:
For those students with fller114WieS of the
Eleventh Street streaker beware, there is a
new menace on campus: the Fourth Street
roller. This creature is of strange dimensions
for it has two legs, four wheels and a supermarket shopping cart frame. It seems a male
SJS student reading the Daily was in a hurry
to get ’home from somewhere, so he commandeered the cart, jumped in it and began to
propel himself rapidly down the middle of
Fourth Street. Oblivious of the passing cars,
the roller passed Tim Fitzgerald and me, who
were standing on the sidewalk in the middle
of the 300 block. The roller must have had a
very good guidance system, for he was moving
in a rather straight line with his back facing
the direction he was moving, using his legs
to po.:11 Die earl Inward down Ilse street. 1

carts.

Jeff Patterson
A 15057

’Silent Majority’
Editor:

Larry S. NtriClotid
A I SASS

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance te
express their views on campus, local, national or International issues. Space is allowed to entourage written
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must cot exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space marquis
and properly signed with the writer’s risme and faculty
or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and te cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects Its believes ham It..,,
exhausted.

This is the gift of (our uniqueness. To RCP
these things. To set- them beyond our
greed.
too
But our sight is only’ hindsight
late, yet not past the point of helplessness.
The inevitable need not be conclusive. If
only those whose lust is to pave the land,
to bleed the earth. to suffocate the living
of t lie earth for whatever reason, no matter how innocently. can ht’ made to understand that the obvious is not what they
are dealing with, but the subtle.
These people are ourselves, no human
can say "I am innocent of being man."
Eternity is waiting for us, there is no
more time left. We must answer it now,
in one way or another.
8.0041M.M.
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Poetry
Thousands gathered to march,
To march for something,
Like all marchers before them.
But not for power. or riches, or land,
Or death, or the state. or command.
But for something unique,
Called peace.
Thousands gathered to march.
They came in peace,
For all mankind.
M.J.P.
A18311

Graffiti scrawled on Americans’
Is
this month im.luiles:
Gov. Ronald Iltagan’s (.ontment upon reeeis ing a live Thanksgiving iiirkel Its the
California Turkey Industry Federation:
"Do you really- understand the significance of this occasion?" Gov. 11(.agati
asked the turkey. "He must." the govtritor
told the newsmen. "He isn’t smiling.
"I think all of us have a destiny and
this is his."’ I Filling Ronnie’s ill111111 .
"There is sottuthing to be said for fulfilling your destiny.’" the emeritus said.
The turkey’s comment wasn’t audible but
visalole a mess on (;(iv. Reagan’s desk ...
President Nixon came through on the
draft. Breathe a sigh of relief, goys! N’ ,w
death comes mit of a hat rand ly.
Cheer up. That’s the hest Congress can do
now. Polities takes time . .
Children can 1110W littor 1(.(tures in class
on Adam and Eve along slob. of Darwinism.
Intt.resting theory of odoteati llll . 1At’s waeh
alchemy and clitmistry together. eh? After
all, we need tooth sides. One thing. though.
Looking at it factually. Aolant and Es ’
flooring must have intermarrio.ol to produce us. Incest in schools? Quivls. get Rafferty! ...
It seems wt have a celebrity on the camglut and speedo
pus. Issue: froedom of tl
in America. Ludes ;mark: Jack Kurzweil,
assistant profP.SOr of etigillVering.
Assemblyman Floyd I- Wakefield I II South Gate) is moving to block tenure of
g lie is a Communist supKurzweil. cla
porto.r.
Wakefield C1,11tile tea Acting Pre ;ill ’11
Burns this week. "There was no
sion. I listened.- President Burns said. Dr.
Burns admitted he had been receiving anti Kurzweil mail for the past neo.ks_ but refused further public comment.
"Whatt.ver the college doer is going to Ile
legally correct and acathmically sound,"
Burns said.
Wakefield’s secretary said an S.IS professor, anonymous. called Wakefield’- at.
to Kurzweil. Kurzweil himself had
no comment at all on Wakofiel(Es statement.
Wakefield, it seems, does feel full of cont.
nunt. He cites the I 966 issue of the ( lifornia Senate Fart-Finding Report, page
74 no hss, which mentions a wedding reception for Kurzweil and Btttina .Ajotheker.
"Donations at this affair and the proceeds I were) turnt.(1 over to the (:ommtinisi newspaper "People’s World" and Free
Speech Defense Fund," Wakefield said.
Moral: Be careful what you do at your
wedding reception. The Senate might
write it up ...
Human beings actually walked on the
moon this week. You might give a thman
because your grandehildrtti probably will
have to live there if we all keep multiplying without thinking ...
Peace.
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Students ’Go Bananas’ With Chalk in Art Quad

IF IT CASTS A SHADOW, mark
it. When it moves, mark it again.
"That’s one way to build the power
of observation," said Sy Weisman, instructor of a beginning art
class. With chalk and laughter the
class attacked the cement around
the College Union and Art Quad.
Students had never really looked
at all those shapes before," said
Weisman, "and as the shadows
move, you can see things in transition." The students, with revolu
tionary zeal, traced everything that
cast a shadow, then filled in the
hollows with a rainbow of colors.
Everyone was almost ready to pack
up and go home when the chalk
ran low. Then, Weisman to the
rescue, someone yelled "Heti!
More chalk!", they dived for the
box and started all over. "It’s really educational," said Weisman.
"But besides that, it’s just damn
good fun."
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Kickers Clip Falcons, 1-0, in Four-Overtime
Marathon; Quarterfinal Next SJS Objective
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Daily Sport% Writer
The best way to beat Air
Fut ce, coach Julie Menendez easlo
ually observed last wyck,
put the ball in the net." Flida3n..:ht in Spartan Stadium. :in
enthuaiasts were
wonder if any of
Lot; turs were te,mizalit
of that simple strategy.
Hadi Ithafouri was. The 22-

yea t -old
sophomore
ii it i a n
drilled homy the game’s only goal
iiith 332 left in the fourth and
final osertime t" ’nod to give the
snartan s.avermen a hard-fought
1-0 victory over Air Force AeadThe win keeps SJS’ hopes alive
national soccer
for it,
championship. ’Chi. Spartans will
meet the waffler of the USF-San
I /it% Staty gala.% pla3ed Satur-
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clay in San Diego, in the next
crucial.
That contest will "probably"
be played Saturday in Spartan
Stadium. A more definite commitment will be made today.
Saturday’s win over the Air
Force marked the third eonsecutie year SJS’ kickers have advanced to the quarterfinal round
of NCAA play. Last year. the
Spai tans beat UCLA, 3-1, then
beat the same Falcons in the
regional title game before losing
to Maryland in the semifinal.
Two seasons ago, SJS fell to St.
Louis in the quarterfinal after
taking arch -rival USF in the. initial regional round.
The Air Force game nearly
presented one of those strange
situations, unique in soccer, in
which a team can win even
though not scoring.
Unlike regular season competition, NCAA rules state that if
after four sudden death overtime
periods, no goals have been
scored, the team with the most
corner kicks is declared the winner.
"That corner kick looked like
a goal to me," said Menendez of
the Spartans’ third overtime period kick. "But it’s better to win
by a goal."
"We tried to slant more to defense to protect that corner
kick," the coach explained. "Our
fullbacks and halfbacks played
great. Pavie I senior Zeljkoi was
fantastic," Menendez continued.
He also singled out Al Rodrigues,
Art Romswinckel and Ilif Trondson for turning in good efforts.
Pavic was especially effective
in the overtime periods, heading
off Air Force passes which enabled the Spartans to generate
their most consistent offensive
of the 1.06-minute marathon.
Menendez was high in his
praise of the Falcons. "They have
tremendous discipline and stamina. They never give up so you
can’t afford to let down against
them."
Unlike the first encounter, Friday’s game was well contested
and controlled. The Falcons ran
rough -shod over SJS In the Spartans’ 2-1 invitational win, but
played a more skillful contest
this time out.
The Cadets had most of the
first stanza to themselves, clearly
out -hustling SJS to the ball.
When the Spartans did have opportunities, they couldn’t take
advantage. Their best chance
came with 8:20 left when Andre
Pimentel
Joe
and
Marechal
passed back and forth in front
of the Falcon goal, instead of
taking a shot.
Each team had second period

"Mani played a great game."
Menendez said. "His ball control
and passing were something."
Last year’s player-of-the-year.
Hernandez has concentrated on
play -making and defense since
,SJS’ loss to USE in mids:;ason.
The Spartans are novi 13-1,
surpassing their 1967 record of
11-1-1 and equalling last season’s
win high of 13-2. Air Force
closed but with an 11-3-1 slate,
its best mark in history.
With regional activity tin oughout the nation progressing, the
Field of teams for the NCAA
finals will be narrowed to eight
by week’s end.
Included in last year’s 16 were
1968 co-champions. Maryland and
Michigan State. Coach Menendez
looks for St. Lottis, Harvard and
Maryland to advance to the finals, Dec. 4-6 at Spartan Stadium. He might include one other
team to make it that far his
own, After all, the Spartans have
the "shot test distance" to go.

by

Chuck Shawver

Augusto Castaneda

All-College Soccer Title Tilt Set

_

"te-Carl
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The All -College soccer game
and semifinals in hunch basketball today highlights a bu.sy abbreviated intramural week.
Defending champions Sunshine
Boys (No. 1 team) takes on the
Iranian Eagles in the All -College
soccer championship at 3:45 on
South Campus field six. The
Eagles reached the final via a
5-1 win over Sigma Alpha Epsilon
team No. 2, while Sunshine Boys
eliminated their B league counterparts, 3-0.
In the hunch double.elimina.
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near misses. Dan Ulmer, Air
Force’s second top scorer, hit the
crossbar just over goalie Viguen
Khachikian and had an earlier
attempt also sail high. SJS’
Marechal took a beautiful feed
from Mani Hernandez and tried
to punch one through, but Falcon
Gene Kraay made a diving save
on the Spartans’ best first-half
opportunity.
Marechal was again foiled by
the alert Cadet defense when it
blocked out his third quarter attempt from close in with Kraay
out of position.
Last period heroics weren’t to
be as both goalies made clutch
saves. Khachikian made a sprawling stop of an Ulmer bullet in
the early going while Kraay
countered with a dive on Mani’s
20-yard left -corner shot with
12:50 on the clock.
Though shut out for the fourth
time this season, the high-scoring
Hernandez was a key factor in
the victory.

SAVE 128.35
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Feast Yourself
at Spivey’s
CHOOSE FROM SIX
COMPLETE
HOLIDAY DINNERS

LOS ALTOS
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ISuth of Son Antonio)
948.8273

SAN JOSE
80 S. 2nd Or 79 S. 3rd
297-7111
Parking Tickets Validated

CAMPBELL
1 625 CAMPBELL
lOoposite Kirkwood Plorol

379-7219

4404%

535 E. Santa Clara St.

tion tourney, the four top-seeded
squads pair off at 6:30 p.m., with
Zoo No. 1 meeting Red Horde and
Theta Chi No. 1 facing Alpha
Tau Omega No. 1. Winners and
losers will play again Monday.
Dec. 1 with the two victors advancing to the championship con.
test Dec. 2.
Team members of the squads
are: Gene Dorsa, Larry Mammen,
Steve Perkey (Zoo); Steve Berta.
Kelley Lueke, Jim Scott (Red
Horde); Paul Dempsey, Dick
Peraldo, Don Perkins (ATO ;
Dave Galas, Dave Mercer and
Mike Morrissey ITC).
Intramural Director Dan Unruh reminds all Turkey Trot contestants and team managers to
pick up their numbers for Tuesday’s 2.9 mile race. The annual

in.thigers meeting is slated
this itfternoim at 2:30 in MG201.
In a final intranutral note, interested students are reminded that
VVe.inrsday is the last day for
badminton entries. Competition
starts Dee. 1.
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SJS Closes Season With Big Triumph
By KF.VIN DOVLE
Daily Sports Editor
The University of Pacific Tigers found out the hard way that
the SJS Spartan footballers are
no pushover.
The Spartans outplayed the
Tigers for all but 4:02 of Saturday’s contest and came out with
a 15-12 victory before 8,174
Sparta Week fans.
The win was the Spartans second of the season against eight
losses and their first in the newly
formed Pacific Coast Athletic
Association. It was Pacific’s third
loss in 10 decisions and ended
the Bengals best football season
since 1951.
Statistically the Bengals out gained the Spartans in almost
every category. :illhough SJS was
able to rush for
yards against
- -

GASOLINE

the nation’s third best rushing
defense.
SJS opened a 3-0 lead in the
first quarter when sophomore
Larry Barnes connected on a 24 yard field goal.
The Spartans scored again on
the first play of the second stanza when halfback Frank Slaton
hit sophomore Butch Ellis with
a two-yard touchdown strike.
The Spartans increased their
lead to 15-0 on the second play
of the final period when junior
linebacker Brian Barnard picked
off Mickey Ackley’s pass and
raced 85 yards behind the blocking of Calvin Lewis and Bob
Hughes for what proved to be
the winning score.
Barnard’s runback breaks a
20-year-old record that Mary
Jackson set in 1949 when he
raced S3 yeards for a score after
stealing an enemy aerial.
When it looked like the Spartans might register their first
shutout since 1967, when SJS
beat California 24-0, the Tigers
began to click.

Sophomore Calvin Lewis intercepted two other enemy aerials
while Al Harris Lind Barnard
had one each. The Spat tans also
recovered fumbles on two of the
Tigers’ first three drives.
Also spectacular for the Spartans was the defensive line anchored by senior Larry Lester.
Lester’s counterpart Bob Hughes
and Mensive ends Phil Covington and Jim Grosso were instrumental in holding COP to 117

With 4:02 left in the game.
Ackley inotched the Bengrds
down to the one-yard line whets,
fullback Al Namanny milled over
to make the score 15-6.
The Bengals recovered an onside kick and were striking again.
Ackley hit Honor Jackson with
a 42-yard pass and four plays
later halfback Dean Lazzarini
scored to cut the margin to 1512 with 2:20 left.
The second onside kick failed
when junior Neil Powers recovered the ball for the Spartans on
their own 48. Quarterback Ivan
Lippi took advantage of the Ben.
gals’ timeout situation and ran
the clock out for the victory.
There were so many heroes fol.
the Spartans that it would la.
difficult to single out an individual, although substitute linebacker Jim Vernes was outstanding.
Vernes, who started in the
Leplace of the injured
cuyer, picked off two of SJS’
six interceptions and made seven
unassisted tackles and four 11.S.
Skit&
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of his offensive unit coached by
John Mackovic ’backfield’ and
Bob Grottkau
McMullen eniled his first year
of coaching the Spartans with
"the name of the game is recruiting."
Watch for the results,

our defensive ef MLitt% Dell cy
King I backfield 1, Johnny Johnson
linebackers 1 and George Darlington lined for the job they
did getting our defense ready for
such a tough ball club," said winning coach Joe McMullen.
McMullen was as equally proud

yards on the ground.
The offensive line aleo wzbe
something to be Komi of. For
the first time all season, Lippi
was not thlown for a loss while
attempting to pass.
"I’m so happy with our guys
Iii,. way they played, never
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up. I’m also
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LIABILITIES AND FIND BALANCE:8
IRRENT LIABILITIES:

Experienced

Total Liabilities

MASSEY

... $2,087,721

Nome A. Ferguson
Ferguson & Young
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

Community Bork Bldg. Suite 510
111 W St. John 5t. - 298-5667

Teaching Job
Seminar Set

rconomy Cleaners
Corner Secold & Santa Clara St’s.

Job opportunities in education

REOULAR PRICES
WITH STIAThliiT BODY CARD
07ii

will be discussed Saturday, Dec. 6
by more than 24 representatives
from the following school districts:

OV.0 Day Service

"-Me giqqe44t- llame Jtt Cleattittf
.

PO

BARNEY

French Fries &Coke
If you ri.lyen t !lad I ld,; Barrie f!
you don’t know what you’re
missing’ Two delicious hamtkii,:
patties, cheese. lettuce. :Diehl,and our own special sauce or x
dolit.l., ’ - k roll Try it with
Fre,
c, and 3 Coke today,
Ree’" ’ 84c
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/
I
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Alum Rock Union Elementary
Clara Co.); Amphitheater
Public Schools (Tucson, Arizona); Campbell Union High
[Santa Clara Co.); Compton Union High (Los Angeles Co.);
Fountain V a 11 e y Elementary
(Orange Co.); Franklin-McKinley Elementary (Santa Clara
Co.); Fremont Unified (Alameda
C0.1; Los Angeles City Unified
Los Angeles Co.); Milpitas Unified (Santa Clara Co.); Modesto
City Schools (Stanislaus Co.);
Monrovia Unified (Los Angeles
Co.); Monterey Peninsula Jr. College (Monterey Co.); Monterey
Peninsula Unified (Monterey
Co. ; Morgan Hill Unified School
District (Santa Clara Co.); Mt.
Pleasant Elementary (Santa
Clara Co.); Mountain View (Santa Clara Co.); Oxnard School District (Ventura Co.); Pajaro Valley Unified (Santa Cruz Co.);
Salinas City School
District
(Monterey Co.); South Bay Union (San Diego Co.); Sunnyvale
School District (Santa Clara
Co.); Tracy Public Schools and
Tracy Jr. High Cchool (San Joaquin Co.); Whisman School District (Santa Clara Co.).
Teacher candidates may sign up
for appointments in the Career
Planning and Placement Center
at 122 S. Ninth St., starting today through Dec. 3,

iSanta

A COMPLETE
MEAL ONLY 49,

..

241,990
1,806,640

eneral fund
$ 621,241
Expendable restricted fund
40,941
I ,r)tna ted fund
262,965
Stodent lotui and scholarship fund
769
iciov.ment fund
229,732
Plant fund .
56,129
Agency fund
. .
989
Total Fund Balances ........................$1,212,766
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances
p,:ippAg

No Contr,i

MItil

39.091

Ti BALANCES:

I

High Houriy

BIG

$

Accounts payable
Due to State College Trust Fund
Grants and contracts --- credit control

SECRETARIES
STENOGRAPHERS
TYPISTS
ACCOUNTWG CLERKS
MACH. BKKPRS.
KEYPUNCH OPRS.

100,

50,600
5,529
$ 56.129
; $3,300.487

Real estate
Equipment, furniture and fixtures
Total Fixed Assets
Total Assets

Fill Our
Temporary
Employmciit Nicds

No Fee

947.812
211,594
1,806,640
8,958
268.990
364
$3,244,358

FIXF:l) ASSETS:
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114) WIN .4 FREE DINNER
Plot

"BRUTE"

9th & Santa Clara

111TH THIS COUPON
I

7 colors of paper

Razor Cutting
Blocking

Error Free

"PUB"

8

Typing Service
I

Hair Straightening

GNOMON

Scissor Cutting

Artificial Moustaches, Beards &

Sideburns

A

"At prices you can afford"
421 E. Santa Clara - 295-9586

SKIS 68 Kast:e (200) Marker Binding.
Used ace-broken knee. Must sell, $110
or Best Offer. Call 287.0379.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stu- ENCYCLOPEDIA, 20 vols. Like new. Pay
aerls and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
off balance of $167.25 or $10 per mo.
membership fee & monthly dues. Was $300. Evenings 377.4679.
257-7562 or 248-8484.
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs. MAROON dinner jacket $10, leatherette
eve. 7:30-9:30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. car coat $8, sport jacket $5, Eisenhower
jacket $3, all size 38. 2 sport jackets
286-5487 - by Sri A. Alexandrou,
site 40, $5 ea. All like new. 264.9865
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
in p.m.
For students, faculty and staff only)
Los Angeles-London- (P.ound-trip) Mar. FANTASTIC DISCOUNT ON RECORDS!
29-June 16, II Weeks $255. June 15-- We’ll mail you any record in print and
Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug. Pay the postage ourselves. $4.98 list
21, 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8 goes for $3.45, $5.98 for $3.95, $6.98
factory.sealed.
Weeks $295. For application write or for $4.45. Brandnew,
call: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave. Schwann Catalogue free with first orWatsonville
256,
Box
P.O.
AL.
der.
286-6929
Culver City, 90230. 14081
95076.
(213) 839-7591.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per FORMICA KITCHEN table/2 chairs.
rear for married, good students. Also. electric coffee maker, 18’ hall rug,
exceilent savings for single men over Yeshice camera. Sacrifice. 248.9639.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
THINKING GIRLS tired of dating average dullards who don’t communicate
/
HELP WANTED
human 29 1 think I communicate may be
Hope
to
relate
I
sometimes
a genius
meet one chick who thinks open likes $ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper samto talk (extra credit for humor) send ple program full :time, parr time, steady
postcard to Barry, 1271 Ayala #4 work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
Sunnyvale. 961.5292, I’ll call you better Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
not expect don ion.
plus bonus. No esp. needed. Ear,, while
VERRRY IN-TER-ESTING FIGURE: 10% you learn. Transportation inn. Cell toof our customers are girls. Astor’s Coin day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
Autowash, 732 So. 1st.
TUTOR needed for Chem. 30A. Dr.
Meyer A or B avg., Call 287-5135 for
more information.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
ANNOUNCER WANTED to narrate
SPRITE: New top and side curtains. Reel documentary film and TV programs.
tires,
interior
and
T.
paint,
body,
Inquire ITV Center, AV213, Ext. 2448.
good
cover. Runs good, 1959 asking $500 - HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring part
948.8375.
time babysitters and housekeepers. 296.
’67 TRIUMPH 650ce. TR6c. New Paint, 3533.
Clutch, Rings. Excellent condition - STUDENTS! Hours arranged to
Super fast $750. 287-2018 or 295-9129. GALS
fit your schedule. Starting salary to
’61 BMW 1600. White/Black interior, $2.00 per hour, plus bonuses. Pleasant
AM/FM, Tech., New Tires. Extras. 24.000 telephone work in circulation departmi. Meticulously cared for and in flaw- ment. 298.4479.
less cond. Must see. $2250. 378.9647
MALE & FEMALE: Full or Parttime Ice
or 354-4754.
Drink Vending Route
1953 MGTD, Excellent condition. Good Cream & Soft
top and tires. Runs good. A steal at 30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
Co.
358
N.
Montgomery.
9.11 are.
5900. 287-23135.
297-4228.
’66 MGB - Powder blue, AM/FM, console. wire wheels, orig. tires. 24,000 ml. WAITERS-busboys wanted, must speak
Excellent Cond. $1,500 firm. Call 245- Chinese. Experienced. Waikiki Village,
15466 San Jose - Los Gatos Rd. 3567450 after 6 p.m.
VOLVO 1967. 2 door, 122S Black. $1700 9164.
or best offer. 295-8041. After four p.m.
1957 CHEVY, RUNS O.K., Auto. Trans.
$75. Call 296-3528 weekends or evenings.
1482 Hedding St.

111N,

Jack Licursi
IStyllsfl

COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose - 287-7550

7 MONTHS FREE RENT I Feb. to Sept.j
LOST AND FOUND 161
in borne of professor to responsib’e
couple in exchange for caring for his
3 school age children, Feb. to May only. LOST: TAN LABRADOR PUPPY ’soar
For additional into. 264-3994 or SJS 12th & San Carlos 11/14. REWARD OFExt. 2782.
FERED. 287-7259 - Gordon or Marti.
HOUSING 151
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2

child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.

10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
286-3795.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To
share 2 bdrm, apt. with 3 other girls.
Furn. $47.50/mo. 780 S. 1 I th, #19.
293-4277.
FEMALE graduate student to share 3
bdrm. home with same. Walking distance
to SJSC $75. 293-1429. 14th St.

FOUND: Female, white long -hair cat
close to SJS garage Tuesday 11/18. Call
Sandy 379-9819.
STOLEN NOV. 10 in front of S/D Bldg.
British wake Girl’s bike, blue. Great
sentimental value, no questions asked.
Please call Vol - Allen Hall, Rm, 321.
Call 294-8741.
LOST: A set of keys on ring with small
Bowling Pin attached 11-3. Call 2250408 - Nancy.
FOUND - 31/2 mo. Female German
Shepard. Gray/Black with Red Leather
coil w 11 :,.
studs. 287-4081.

PERSONALS Ill
2 BDRM. APTS. near campus. Furnished,
perking, laundry facilities. 495 E. William. 298.6381.
HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. TUOI.
& Thurs. eve. 7:30-9:30. 70 Hawthorne
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: to Way, Si. 286-5487, Sri A. Alexandrost.
share 4 bdrm, 2 bath apt. with 3 others.
Need by Dec. 1 or Dec. IS. 5 blocks REWARD - For whomever saw the hit.end -run involving a wh’te Porsche on 7th
from campus. Phone 287-3475,
& San Carlos 111-171 322.4100,
I BDRM. APT. at 545 S. 9th St. $140/ ONE LOVING KITTEN is hoping her
mo. Call 292.3378 or see Gary at 595 tiger makes his kill on or before January
S. 9th St. #2.
31, 1970.
MALE ROOMMATE: Senior Graphic de. UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERsign prefered. Pertila furnished 1 bdrrn. MANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara St. Rm.
& studio, 595 S. 9th $62.50/rno. All in. 513, Phone 294-4499.
cluded. Call John 287.1082.
REMEMBER, THE CLOTHES HORSE
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Furnished BOUTIQUE has the clethes and aCCINapt. 470 S. I Ith #21. Two months rent S0,45 you need ’or every day and spe’ way/ay plan. Many
.i! dates.
for $75. 287.1011.
ly
off. :42 =i 3rd, between San
FURNISHED ROOM at State II, $50
mo. Parking I block from school 155
S. 11th,
SERVICES (8)
COUPLES AND GIRLS: 1 bdrm. apt.,
$125/mo. Quiet, near college. 165 E.
Reed St. #3.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Feat, AcNEED IMMEDIATELY - 2 Female curate Minor Editing. Mrs. Bastwr, Phone
roommates. $55/mo. 4 bdrm, house with 244 6581.
5 others. 293-0400.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICEE. San Jour,
ONE GIRL ROOMMATE needed tc 258.4335 143 %shame Wey,
. share a nice cozy house with 2 others RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
- begin Dec. I. $62/mo. util. pd. 286- No contract. Free delivery in Si. Ciii
8200.
-sche’s. 251-2598.
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Own room in 2 EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feet.
bdrm, house on S. 8th St. $55/mo. over :an Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
21, non-smoker. 293-0881 or 287-1659. .s,slanien - 298 4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations,
Marianne Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
371-0395. San Jose.
JAN’S TYPING SERVICE - Resumes,
eiters, term papers. statistical work.
forms. 5027 Hyland Ave. S.J. 259-6523.
TYPING MY HOME - near Westgate
Shoppina Center - Electric Typewriter,
PICA Type. 379-5098.
FOR YOUR PERFECT MATCH call
Campus Dating Service, $2. 296-3533.
TYPING - my home 35c a page. Will
do minor editing. Contact 257-6788.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

SO YOU’RE driving a "TURKEY!’ Clean
ri A ’,tor’s and stuff it with love.
A’
C.:n Auto Wash - 732 S.
1st.
FOR SALE (3)
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots. Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &

TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS for Christmas to New
York & Europe. round trip. No fee. Cell
Prof. David Mage at 293-1033.
THREE PERSONS NEED RIDE to LA or
San Diego area WII share expenses.
Contact Leigh at 293.231 Tues. or Wed.

To Place
an ad:
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to

3
4
5
6

Phone

294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

(Count
One day

Two days

Three days

Four 0)1

2.40
2.46-3.40
3.90

lines
lines
lines
lines-

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Add this
amount for
each addi
Donal line

.50

.50

.50

.50

flee days

2167
3.00
3.50
4.00

SO

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
El Announcements
o Automotive (2)

0 For lot. (3)

Spartan

Daily Classifieds.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

drink all Per 49c with
BIG BARNEY, french trips, and 1cS
this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER COUPON One cupon
per funnily at one time. Clip and prix,eni to the RED BARN
at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

per extra copy

Air

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)

HAND HER

BIG BARNEY TRIO

I

3’ XEROX
covies

liCUP4V,4
Barber and Styling Shop

Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
175 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11.6, Closed Mondays.
FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
((rom $7.50) Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. Is) St. Downtown.
RECORDS AND TAPES. All current 45’s,
L.P.’s, cartridges, cassettes and reel to
reel tapes for sale at a 40% discount.
Special order basis through a wholesaler. Order by Tues. pick up on Fri.
8 -track cartridges recorded. Advance
Payment not necessary. Ken - (021
High Rise Dorm. 3.5 M.F. 287-3481,
WOODLATHE, 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95 new. Radial Drill Press, 32" $37.50 new. 8" Bell.bearing, Tilt-arbor
table saw with 1 h.p. motor - complete
for $60 new. 292.0409 or I blk, from
campus at 60 E. San Fernando.
TYPEWRITER FOR SALE: SCM 220
Elertric. Cost $240, will sell $190. Cell
246.9544 after 7 p.m. Ask for Bill.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10 A.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT

>

This concert marks the only appearance of the Symphonic Band
this semester (mil is sponsored by
the Music Department in conjunction with the Associated Students.

written for wind band in commemoration of President John F.
Kennedy’s death.
The hand’s performance will
conclude with Morton Gould’s

Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 10 A.M.-I I P.M.

Look for our

lar song "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home."

liam Schuman.
Also on the pmgram will he
the "Dirge" a tone poem tribute

Spartan Daily Classifieds

IN THE PALM

A

liriN-irit rtED 332111.1i.

NAME
ADDRESS

Auditorium.
Under the direction of Dr. Vernon B Read, the band will play
music by both English and American cormsosers. Admission to the
concert is free and the general
public is welcome.
English wind mimic will comprise the first half of the program and will include "Water .
Music." by Handel, Gustav
Holst’s "First Suite in E-flat for
Military Band, Op. 28" composed in 1909 and Vaughn Williams’ "Symphony No. 8 in D
Minor."
The second half of the program
will feature representative works
of American wind band literature. The band will play "Variations on America." a work of
Charles Is:es originally written

6-SPARTAN DAILY
Ni rs nil, I a r 21

"American Salute," another patriotic tune based on the popu-

fur organ but later transcribed
for band and orchestra by Wil-

’69 TR3A, Red, Wire Wheels, Michelin
X Tires, 12/I-1, Original owner. Best offer, 738-3333.

.4

NW

A special Thanksgiving concert
will be presented by the SJS
Symphonic Band, Tuesday, Nov.
25 at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey

ASSETS

Assrrs:

( ’t ’RR F:NT
( ’ash
Marketable securities (market value $168,5671
Grants and contracts receivable
Accrued interest receivable ..
Doe from State College Trust Fund .
Pri paid bond interest
.
Total Current Assets

made

Symphonic Band To Present Concert

(1)

0 Help Wanted (4)
HOusInt (5)

0

0 Lad and Found (11)
-------

0 Personals (7)

0 Unica (8)
0 Tronepoddloo (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Plow olkse 2 days otter dioxins tot ad to sow
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